UC Berkeley Use Cases

#1
**Description:** Increment or decrement student activity point totals in course leaderboard based on numerical value associated by the instructor to a specific action in the learning environment

**Trigger:** An initial assignment submission

**Message:** Notification of the initial submission of any assignment made by each student in a course

#2
**Description:** Increment or decrement student activity point totals in course leaderboard based on numerical value associated by the instructor to a specific action in the learning environment

**Trigger:** Adding a new topic in Discussions

**Message:** Notification when any student in a course adds a new topic to a discussion board

#3
**Description:** Increment or decrement student activity point totals in course leaderboard based on numerical value associated by the instructor to a specific action in the learning environment

**Trigger:** Adding an entry on a topic in Discussions

**Message:** Notification each time any student in a course contributes an entry on a topic in a discussion board

#4
**Description:** Increment or decrement student activity point totals in course leaderboard based on numerical value associated by the instructor to a specific action in the learning environment

**Trigger:** Receiving a reply on an entry in Discussions

**Message:** Notification each time any student in a course receives a reply to an entry on a topic in a discussion board